
 
Hard Case Organizer 

  

Hard Case requirements and recommendations 

Interior at least 5¼” high, no longer than 24” in length 

Pelican® 1400, 1450, 1500, 1550, 1600  

Nanuk® 905, 915, 920, 925, 930, 940, 945 

 

Plan the organization arrangement 

Good organization starts with a good layout. Give careful thought to your layout before 

placing Edge-grips and cutting dividers. 

Be sure to avoid surface features on the hard case interior that will prevent the Edge-

grip from sitting flat. 

Measure and mark out case with small marks. 

 

Adhering the Edge-grip 

Where edge-grip is to be located, wipe the hard case surface with Adhesion Promoter 

and let dry. 

Peel off adhesion strip backing, press Edge-grip into place so that it sits just above the 

bottom radius of the case. 

 

Cutting and Placing Correx® Dividers part1- Long lengths 

Cut long length of Correx® divider first. Be aware of hard case taper.  

Use a good pair of scissors or a razor blade and straight edge to cut divider. 

Slide Pylons onto bottom edge divider approximately where they are to be located. 

Slide divider with pylons down into the Edge-grip until the bottom of the pylons sit flat on 

the hard case bottom. 

 

Cutting and Placing Correx® Dividers part2- Short lengths 

Align pylons to their Edge-grip counterparts 

Cut short divider pieces to fit in between edge-grip and pylons. Again, mind the taper.  



 
Hard Case Organizer 

 

Slide into place and ensure the short divider lengths do not push pylons and long 

lengths out of alignment. 

Cut final short lengths of Correx® to go between pylons. Slide into place. 

If a pylon does not connect to a 4th divider of Correx® (for a long compartment), cut a ½ 

inch strip to fit into the 4th slot of the pylon. This ensures proper grip on the other 3 

dividers. 

 

Cap the pylons 

Screw caps onto pylons 

 

Organizer Kit Contents 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Edge-grip 

10 pcs 

Adhesion 

Promoter wipes 

1 pc 

Pylons 

6 pcs 

Cap 

6 pcs 

 

Correx® Divider, 

24in long 

5 pcs 


